Jason Arron

By. Jacques
Historical Timeline

1973, Jul 1, The rock opera "Jesus Christ Superstar" got a film adaptation

1982 CNN is launched

1990 October 3rd Germany is reunited

1991 December 31st Cold War ends

1996 Nov 5th Bill is back
3 Quotes

"Sir, we're now introducing the love interest for Spider-Man."

"Yes, just make sure it's organic. That it doesn't feel like it comes out of nowhere."

"We had her fall on him, Sir."

"Classy. I love it."

— Jason Aaron, Astonishing Spider-Man & Wo

“God's will can go fuck itself. And so can you.”

— Jason Aaron, The Goddamned, Vol. 1: Before the Flood Iverine

“I've traversed countless different dimensions and parallel realities and I've yet to encounter a single problem that couldn't be solved with a series of well-placed bullets”

— Jason Aaron, Wolverine by Jason Aaron Omnibus, Vol. 1
3 Visuals
Summary of 1 piece of work

Jason Arron can make some of the most epic, intense, thrilling stories but what I never expected was how well he could write a deeply emotional story.

Wolverine: Weapon X. #16 This story has absolutely no action, it is a simple tale about Logan aka Wolverine, doing his buddy Nightcrawler one last favor, take a piano up a mountain and too a village. This story's greatest feat is telling a story that even if you knew nothing about these characters. You would still be able to understand the relationship behind the two and the history they had together. Its an amazing read and one that really touches your heart.
Biography

He was born in Jasper Alabama Jan 28th 1973

He was inspired to write because his cousin wrote *The Short-Timers* which inspired *Full Metal Jacket*.

Graduated University of Alabama

He began in 2001 where he won a contest with an 8 page Wolverine Script and was used in Wolverine #175

He continued writing comics like the Incredible Hulk, Thor: God of Thunder and Wolverine, my favorite.

He is leaving Thor in 2020 with his last comic books and moving onto the Avengers.
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